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Improved mechanism of sitmulating of the development of 
industrial sphere of the region with the help  of local government in 
management of operation and development of companies of its 
industrial area. Included principles of securing the balanced 
regional development as a consequence of using economical tools of 
ecological policy in operation of industrial companies and organs of 
local government. 
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It is explored in the article, that is one of the most perspective 
directions of marketing activity of enterprises in relation to 
bringing in and maintenance of user, strengthening of the 
markets positions. Brand as the transmitter of image of 
enterprise. The publicities receptions are considered recognitions 
of trade mark and directions of creation. 
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 It is explored in the article, that is one of the most perspective 
directions of marketing activity of enterprises in relation to 
bringing in and maintenance of user, strengthening of the 
markets positions. Brand as the transmitter of image of 
enterprise. The publicities receptions are considered recognitions 
of trade mark and directions of creation. 
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